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Pucinski Appraises 1965 Legislation
Poverty Program Defended

Faculty Committees
Report to Bd. of 60v.

By Congressma11

Congressman Roman Pucinski discussed the results and the rationale behind the record of the 89th Congress before an audience of
Dr. Stamps, chairman of the co- of the committees, the practical
faculty and student on Monday, November 8th. Congressman Pucinski
ordinating committee, gave an in- implications of the guiding asrepresents the district in which this college is located, and is also a
term report, of the progress and dir- sumptions in terms of program,
member of the House Education and Labor Committee. It was as a
ections of the faculty ad hoc com- building and staff, and a general
member of this committee that he participated in the re~ent congresmittees to the Board of Governors statement of developmental phases
sional investigation of segregation in the Chicago school system.
on Sunday, Nov. 15. The Board of for implementing recommendaAt the outset of his lecture, Mr. Pucinski assured his audience that
Governors held a meeting Saturday tions.
·
" the Great Society shows great promise of surviving ... because legand Sunday, Nov. 14 and 15, at Illi- It was stressed that this report
islation has beep carefully written to serve the needs of the people."
nois Teachers College Chicago was not makirtg final recommendaHe defined the present trend in legislation as an evidence of creative
North.
tions ~or the future of the school,
federalism, that is a mutual sharing of government responsibilities bebut simply giving a summary of
~ween the national government and the local communities.
In preparation for th is report all the direction of the committees
Government Partnership Cited
ad hoc committees were requeS t ed thinking. A final report is to be
Pucinski elaborated on this concept by stating that President John·
to prepare capsulized summaries of
completed before February of 1966.
son's emphasis on creative federalism is to be found in his insistence
th eir th inking to date in th e areas The Coordinating Committee had
that it be a partnership between the two levels of government. He decovered by their committees.
not completed the report Dr. Congressman Roman C. Pucinski nied the charges that the authority of Washington is being increased. It
From these summaries a report Stamps gave by dealline time for
is true, he admitted that there may be mistaken attempts to overstep
was abstracted which covered the this issue. Specific ad hoc commitits authority as was the case in Chicago during these past few months.
following ,areas: the formation of tee suggestions contained in the 1--~------------------------ Keppel's Actions Inappropriate
the ad hoc committees and their Interim report given by Dr. Stamps
Congressman Pucinski viewed the
change, the guiding assumptions will be available in the next issue
_
problem in Chicago simply as a
which shaped the present thinking of the Interim.
question of whether or not the
-------=-----...::...!._____:_______-l
u. s. Commissioner of Education
had' the authority to arbitrarily

Commun1·st Plot A Rea11·ty

Peace Corps Repr. eser.itative
.
vi•si•t
To
College

Mr. John Anderson, a representative of the Peace Corps, is now at
ITC-CN to discuss the problems and
accomplishments of the corps.
Having recently returned from
Nepal, where he completed a two
year program, Mr. Anderson valued his Peace Corps service most
primarily because of the opportunity it gave him to work with the
Nepalese toward mutual goals.
His assignments included work
at a trainini Institute where he

a mud and stone, slate-roofed
house with another Peace Corps
Volunteer. The only way of reaching his village was by foot . . . a
three or four day walk along mountain ridges and river bottoms. In
h is spare time he played cricket
with the Indians, soccer with the
Nepalese and tried to teach football
and baseball to the children.
Mr. Anderson will be in front of
the auditorium, Wednesday, Nov.
17-Friday, Nov. 19, answering any

taught village development workers. A program of self-help, such a
construction of small bridges, development of water systems, and
drawing plans for schools, libraries and government offices was also undertaken.
While in Nepal, he lived in a hill
village of some 200 people, sharing

questions about the Peace Corps.
Tests will be administered to students who wish to join the organization_ Room BIOS has been designated as the site. The dates have
been set for Friday, Nov. 19, bei:ween 11:00 a. m. and 4:00 p. in.,
and Saturday, Nov. 20, between 9:00
a. m. and 1:00 p. m.

In v1·et Nam·. Puc1·nsk1·

halt federai funds pending an in-

Congressman Roman Pucinski discussed the war in -Viet Nam and vestigation of the school system.
other crucial issues in an exclusive interview with the Interim editorial Pucinski cited the subsequent constaff after his November 9th lecture to the political science classes.
gressional action as 3 blunt stateViet Nam A Total Committment
ment that he not only lacked this
Mr. Pucinski wa~ asked why the national government does not authority, but that Mr. Keppel had
make a definite statement on the status of the U. S. in this war. In re- failed to follow the procedures outply he answered that the government, the President, and the Congress lined in the civil rights legislation
in a joint resolution have made it more than clear that we have a total for such an action.
committment to the people of Viet Nam.
"We believe," he added, "that
He expressed personal displeas- while t h e federal government
ure over the reactions of some of should be a partner with local auhis colleagues who have made pub- thority, it must never be the maslic statements to the opposite. ter." In regard to new legislation
At 11:00 a. m. on Friday, Novem- "These men," he £tated, "have in this area he added, "The states
ber 5, Dr. William Shack addressed every right to express their person- shall administer the laws; the local
a group of nearly 300 faculty and al sentiments on the Viet Nam is- communities s h a 11 administer
students. The topic of Dr. Shack's sue, however the official position of them."
He placed the duty of controltalk was "The African Elite and the government is very clear.''
iing
federal power upon the local
Communist
Plot
Apparent
Political Change-Ghana and Ethogovernments,
stating "local govWhen
asked
why
Congress
has
pia."
Dr. Shack was introduced by not issued a formal declaration of ernments must stand up . . . and
De.an Goldberg, who toid of Dr. war he replied, "Whom should we say 'No you don't! You haven't got
Shack's many accomplishments. declare war against? Against Viet the right.' '' He added that if the
Dr. Shack was on the original staff Nam? Against Red China?" He local community fails to exercise
of Chicago Teachers College-North. went on to add that the Viet Nam this responsibility, if it meekly sits
"Dr. Shack came to this institution situation is not merely a civil rev- back, then it is inevitable that the
olution but that it is a carefully federal government should take
formulated Communist take-over. control.
Congressman Pucinski went on to
The Viet Cong, he stated; are not
merely attempting a civil rebel- enumerate several of the major
lion, they are carefully kil!L>1g off bills passed in the last session of
the governmental authorities with- Congress. He began by way of
in each local community. "It commenting on the present probwould amount to much the same lems in our major urban centers,
thing in the U. S." he stated, "if and concluded that the time is apa group would go from city to city proaching when the local commuand murder the mayor and the city nities cannot solve them alone. To
council, the police and the school this end he pointed out the newly
superintendents. This is a calcu- established Department of Urba11
lated plot; not merely an act of re- Development, a cabinet position designed exclusively for the study and
bellion.''
solution
of urban problems.
Red China, he stated, denies any
Welfare State Repudiated
part in the war. "However,.he addIn answer to those who fear a
ed, "we say look what we're capturing_ T h e s e are armaments spread of welfare legislation in the
Dr. William Shack
bought or supplied by China. What V. S. Pucinski countered that the
do you mean they have no part in :me single purpose of the Poverty
legislation is to get people off the
well-grounded in his field." He has it?''
studied in the London School of The congressman was then asked relief rolls and ·thus off the public
Economics and Harvard Universi- why the U. S. displays its military dole.
He cited the growing costs inties as well as many other noted strength as openly as it does in

t--------------Shack Discusses

African Problem

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 5)

( Continued on Page 2)

Page Two

The

Certification Exams
To Be Scheduled

I N TE RIM

Wednesday, November 17, 1965

Dr-. Rappaport
Conducts Math

Results of the National Teachers Examination, October 2, 1965, should
be in the hands of students by the time this issue is printed.
From the r esults subm itted by ETS, the board of Examiners will
prepare a schedule of Or al Interviews , part II of the total certification
process , for teaching in the Chicago Public Schools.
Please be mindful of the fact that the Board of Examiners will be
responsible for scheduling successful candidates from the 50 United
States or fro m as many states as had successful candidates. An invitation to appear for an Oral Interview will be m ailed to the address
entered on the EX 5 application. Complete instructions as to pr ocedure,
physical and r efer ence data will bi:! included with the invitation. READ
EACH E NCLOSURE CAREF ULLY.
If for some r eason students are unable to keep the appointed inti:r view date and / or time, alert the Board of E xaminers immediately
IN WRITING. Please do not call. Service is r endered in the form of a
letter .. . and will be given in a written response. All cor respondence
to the Board of Examiners should contain : (1) full name ( on Ex 5 application); ( 2) the title and date of the exam written-e. g. Kinder gartenPrimary or Intermediate-Upper Grade ; (3) home address and home
phone number; (4) and a word of explanation will be of merit.
There are always individual problems and concerns . . . no two
cases are ever exactly the same. Please feel free to call upon Mrs.
,;;hires at any time for help.

Workshop

After more than three years of
intensive study and research in the
field of Modern Mathematics, the
Cicero Schools D(strict Mathematics
Committee made a recommendation for the adoption of new mathem atics series thr oughout all the
grades including kindergarten. The
ser ies adopted by the Board of Education is published by Science B stands fo r bat and ball to
und er the guidan ce of M iss
Research Associates and is basic- these first graders who develHertz and fello w -students in
ally developed on studies and re- op fundamental readi ng skills
the Field Experiences progra m.
search in the Greater Cleveland
area.
In or der to orient staff members
responsible for the teaching of
mathematics , a series of lecture
workshops ar e being held for a toby Charlotte _L ogan
tal of eight meetings . On Wednesday afternoons beginning at 3: 00
Does the thought of teaching in inner city schools scare you a little ?
p.m ., Dr . David Rappaport of Illi- Have you ever had any experience with them ? "Often we get teachers
nois Teachers College Chicago - fresh out of college who did their student teaching at a middle class
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - l North conducts the sessions. The school. When they are assigned to teach at Wicker Park or another instaff has been divided into two ner city school, these teachers often experience a great shock. They
groups, n a m e 1 y kindergarten have had no expe.;ience with this type of school and they have a hard
through third grade teachers and •ime understanding and meeting the needs of the child of an urban cul.1.i.
teachers of grades four through ture. " Thus Mrs . Gieger , Assistant Principal at Wicker Park School
eight.
summed up a major problem that education faces today.
Most new teachers are assigned to inner city schools by the Board
Dr. Rappaport is one of the leading authorities in the field of con- of Education. How the teacher reacts to this type of school may depend
by J. Kre.iling
tempor ary mathematics and has ~reatly on whit training and experiences she has had .
" I guess we're all afraid of things
The above question; was one of and since starting to work at Erie been very successful in bringing
we
don 't know about. I was afraid
teachers
an
understanding
and
apmany heard on Saturday, the sixth Study Center, have learned to adtes , a senior here at this school, afof November, when Bonnie Burns, minister many of the standardized preciation of this most vital area of teaching in an inner city school ter she had taken Field Enp.eriences
before.
Now
after
I
spent
some
of
the
curriculum.
Jean Tucknott , and Jim Kreiling reading tests that ail teachers in
The sessions will continue thrcllgh time at Wicker Park School I look In Human Development. She added,
took a group of very active young- the Chicago Public School System
"I've had a opportunity to learn
sters on a tou r of O'Hare Airport. must learn to administer to classes the middle of November and are at the prospect much differently ." how to act and react with children.
being
held
in
the
Lincoln
school.
This
is
the
attitude
of
Marcy
F
orThe children were from the gov- or individuals.
Instead of reading · about ways
Besides their duties as tutors,
ernment study center at Erie
children learn , I had the opportuNeighborhood House, 1347 W. E rie, the people working at Er ie try to
nity to see live childr en in the
and ar e pupils of Bonnie, Jean , and take their pupils on at least one
pr ocess of learning."
.Tim who work there through the field trip a month to various places
Our inner city schools need com-

Field Experiences Rated
Highly for Teacher Training

Work-Study Group Tours
O'Hare A;..,..port (or)
Where Are The Parachutes?

Sorority m e m be rs di spl ay
clothin g collected du ri ng . their
drive held on Nov. 1. From 1,
top row: Marcia Fortes and

Fran West enreke; row 1: Joyc e
Teichman, Gloria Rega , and
Pat Zuchowski.

i------------ - - -- -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - ~
A few very excited ch ild ren
re cei ved th eir very fi rst airplane " rid e" as pictured on a
re cent visit to O'H are International A irport. From I. front:

Government Work-Study program
here on campus , under the supervision of Mrs . Rose Brandzel.
Bonnie, Jean, a nd Jim, tutor
reading and other related subjects,
nf interest in the Chicago area , as

Bonnie Burns, Sonacio Sabat·
ursJ<i, Sophie W isli nski, Jim
Kreiling, Magdalen, Jean Tucknott, Mildred Geubord, and
David Geubord.

many of the young
never been out of the
in which they live.
places to which the

people have
neighborhood
Some of the
tutors have

(Continued on P age 6)
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Put'inski· Appraises '65 Legislation( Cont inued from Page

1)

\'Ol ved in public expenditur es each
yea r and asked " Can you comprehend what the government could
buy if it didn't have a welfar e program ? In Appalachia alone 13 million people are currently a drain on
the economy ! ..
Problems To Be Expected

··You'r e going to find holes in the
program. .. he added , " of course
you·re going to find holes. Anytime
you administer a program of this
scope there are going to be problems ... But he posed the question of
w h o exactly is welfare-minded
when it comes to this type of legislation : those who ,-oted for the
poverty program which will train
people to support themseh'es. or
those. who by rnting against it. are
insuring the continuance of federal
relief programs.

tion as a further committment of
this Congr ess towards a better society. "We have fina lly realized, "
he said , " that democracy cannot
survive without education. Democracy is vastly complicated .. . our
greatest concern is to m ake sure
that we Americans know what it
means." He expressed the belief
that it is only when a person does
not know the true nature of its government that it can fall prey to the
prophets of doom and despair, to
the demagogs of society. " We're
investing in man ," he concluded ,
" no country has ever gone broke
investing in man."

The congressman summed up the
theme of the 89th Congress with a
statement by Tom Wolfe : "To
every man his chance . . . regardless of his birth a shining golden
opportunity . . . to live. to work ,
Education .-\ Total Committment to become whatever his manhood
He cited the educational legisla- ean promise him ."

Clo thing Drive A Success

The L . S. A. considers its efforts
to gather clothes for poverty-stricken people to have been well-regarded. Fr om Nov. 1-5, the gir ls
collected enough clothing to fill
thirty-eight r.egulation c l o t h i n g
bags, eleven shopping bags, a box,
and a purse ; and dress a dummy .
Thqugh they do. not keep records,
Secretary Marcia Chernow claims
that " We feel thai this year's
clothing dr ive is more successful
than last year 's. and we hope for

even more success next year ." The
sorority is grateful to all contributors .
The clothing drive is an annual
sorority activity. The clothes collected may be distributed anywhere
in the United States. Last year ,
most of the clothing ·went to the
Ozarks and the mining towns.
Posters distributed by the L. S. A.
show that it is possible fo r living
conditions of United States sharecroppers to be as bad as _those of
Asian peasants:

,__S_h___k__D_________,
Red Cross
ac
iseUSSCSProblem
Collects Books African
( Continued fro m P age l
universities.
He was consulted by
for Viet Nam R. Sargent Shriver
in the forma1

As one of its several projects of
the trimester, tpe ITC-CN Red
Cross Organization ha!' sponsored
a paper back book collection. They
have received a wide variety of
books . everything fro m a few
J ames Bond thrillers to some short
stories by O"Henry . Through this
project the Red Cross felt it was
doing a part in the war in Viet
Nam. and also giving the non-members of the organization a chance
to participate in · the action.

lion of the peace corps. After fi ve
years of research he is now in Chicago compiiing all of his information .
Dr. Shack pointed out that the
problems· which face new nations
today are cer1tered in the urba n
areas.
Several revolutions have taken
place in Africa since the Second
World War, but the most important
was the non-violent revolution in
1957 which brought about the indeThe book drive beg an Monday, pendent area of Ghana . The elite,
November 1 and contin ued th rough Dr. Shack pointed out, who, in numerical size , represent a small
( Continued on Page 5 l
m inority of the African population,

petent teachers. The children who
Jive in these neighborhoods need a
good education. Due to . special
problems like low incomes for fa milies, poor nutrition , transiency
( many students may transfer 6-7
times while they are in grammar
school) and homes where little
English is spoken and few books
are read , these children have special educational and emotional and
social needs that the school must
furnish. Since most students who
graduate from ITC-CN will teach
in the city of Chicago, the needs of
these children will be their prob!em . But most of the students here
go through 4 years of college before they ha ve any experience in
actually working with these children. Except for their student teaching experience they have no opportunity to gain knowledge and understanding about the inner city
schools. Mrs . Marcella Krueger,
faculty member and student teacher supervisor , reports that this lack
of experience is a frequent com~
plaint ·of those in student teaching .
Students in her seminar groups
wish they had had previous classroom experience.
The opportunity fo r this experience is available at Illinois Teachers College Chicago North . A
course, Field Experiences in Human Development, gives students a
chance to work with children in
social agencies and public schools .
Learn By Experience

Children are the primary teach( Continued on Page 4 l
are products of these revol utions.
The elite act as a br idge between
the traditional and the modern
ways of society.
''The picture of political stability
which Ethiopia portrays is misleading . There is a political unrest
behind the scenes. This is evidenced by several attempts to
coup in the last several years."
The seeds fo r · conflict are present
in Ethiopia. "

Wednesday, November 17, 1965

The

INTERIM

Page Three

Editorial Page

Letters to the
Editors

An Answer Against In tellectualisn1
At the risk of inciting furious discussion and personal invectives, ner's reactions at a revivalist meeting. And yet we are submitted to
we feel it impossible to avoid further discussion on the editorial "My such analogies, to endless moralizing and philosophizing. We ~an hardly
Country Right or Wrong" in the last issue of the Interim. From the fail to be impressed with the intellectual's extensive dialogues which
comment it has provoked, we feel that we tread a rather lonely . path, serve only to confuse thought and prolong d~cision.
for few people seem compelled to write letters when they agree. ReThey attempt to impress us with immense vocabularies, with quotes
gardless of this , we have become disturbed over the type of written and and paraphrases, with ~ll the greatest names and theories of the past.
verbal disagreement which has been so vehemently hurled against us. And those who are less articulate, less "educated," must take comfort
In more than one sense we are attacking the intellectuals who have in silence if they are to escape these brandishments.
come to the fore in the protest movements currently in vogue. Or perBut if one looks close enough, if one can stand all this, the intelhaps we should have said anti-intellectuals, but today the distinction lectual may yet be exposed for what he is. For beneath the words and
is a difficult one to make.
the rhetoric and the silver -tongued speech there exists an amazing
We do not, as so many have accused us, protest their right to pro- vacuum of thought. Ask the intellectual what he thinks, what he knows.
test (although it would seem logical at such a time that we should have Not what Socrates or Bertrand Russell thinks ; not what has been printthe right to do so). What we dislike so intensely is the phoniness of the ed in philosophical treatises or the Chicago Tribune; but rather ask
intellectual, his insincerity, his general contempt for the rest of society, what he himself knows or thinks. We are willing to bet that the dishis arrogance, and in a way even his lack of real creativity. .
course will be considerably shorter.
We believe that he is phony and insincere. He seems to belong to
There is an absence of creative thought, an absence of initiative
a select group of human beings who can pick and choose between what and personal _moralizing in their arguments which is appalling. It
they will and what they will not support or obey. We suppose that in a seems as if we have suddenly become afraid to say the awesome words
sense we feel cheated of the great wisdom and supernatural insight "I think ... " We are tired to the point of being sick with "educated
which has given them alone the ability to do this.
reasoning" and "intellectual argument." We are tired of being insulStill, it is difficult to understand that on the one hand these people ted, no matter how cleverly, how politely, with the intellectual's witty
can enjoy the full benefits of American defense power, and on the other enswers and padded statements.
hand condemn American defense policies.
More· importantly though, we are tired of a society of human beWhere exactly does one begin to insert if's and hut's? We do not ings who are smug and arrogant and so terribly sure of their own insay that human beings have no right to question, to examine, even to tellectual powers.
disagree; but we do feel that the so-called intellectuals use this freeAnd so we are forming our own protest movement. We are prodom too casually, with a sense of calm assurance which is alarming. testing for the return of the humble man, the honest man, the true
And if this is not disturbing enough, their arrogance, their all-too- "intellectual" who is not impressed with eight-syllable words and comobvious contempt is almost shattering. We dare say few people stand oound-complex sentences. In a word, the type of man who is able to
up well against Socrates or Thoreau or any of the other magical names gauge his own gros~ shortcomings with sharp acumen.
guaranteed to produce shame or remorse or something akin to the s i n - t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -1

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f :f,rom

A Case Histo.r y In
Ma tl•On a l Uin l•ty

It was just about two years ago, in fact it will be exactly two years
to date on next Monday, that students of CTC-N along with millions of
other Americans were numbed by one of the greatest American tragedies of modern day.
Classes were going on as usual. Some students who were between
classes were bustling through the building, some were eating iunch,
some were studying, others were simply relaxing. It was at 12:55 p. m.
that a tense voice on the P. A. echoed through the building shattering
the buzzing voices in the lunchroom, abruptly ending all classes, terminating the studying and working , and shocking students and faculty
alike as they have never been shocked before.
"This is a news Flash ! John Fitzgerald Kennedy, the 35th President
of the United States has been assassinated in Dallas, Texas."
Within moments, the audio-visual department of the college accomplished one of its quickest and most efficient jobs to date. TVs
were set up throughout the building. A hook-up was made in the auditorium and all gathered to watch.
They watched_ hoping and praying that somewhere, somehow,
someone ·had made a mistake. Hope built up when it was learned that
Mr. Kennedy had been rushed to Parkland Memorial Hospital and we
were assured that he was still living. But these hopes were short-lived.
With~1 the next hour,, an hour which lasted an eternity, the story was
c;ubstaniated. The nightmare had become a reality. John Kennedy was
dead.
Expressions of shock and sympathy poured in from all over the
world. Onlookers the world over watched with admiration at the great
strength and unity exhibited by this country.
Now two short years later, it might do us well to reflect on that
Black Friday. We might ask ourselves what happened to the great
unity. Are we being pessimistic in our fears that our nation is in danger
of being divided? Are we overestimating the now-existing conflicts between races and over national policies?
Perhaps we are being melodramatic; however, we can't help but
admit that we sincerely find the situation somewhat frightening. Will
it take another national crises for us to unite?

the Dean's Office

by Barbara Lofgren
On November 4 and ~. Dean Sachs, Dr. Lamp and Dr. Hammond
a!tended the Illinois Conference on Higher Education in Monticello, Illinois (Allerton Park). The two day program was devoted to broad topical issues the first day ranging from "Individualism and Individuality," "Student Rootlessness and Restlessness," to "A Dean of Students
•Looks At Students. " Speakers on these topics were representatives of
colleges all over the United States, not ncessarily limited to institutions
in Illinois. The second day more specific issues pertinent to Illinois
were discussed such as "The Master Plan-Federal Aid," "The Scholarship Program," and others. Students participated in the first day of activities by presenting a panel discussion on Student Involvement. Dr.
Sachs is confident in the future that our students can and will be able
to do a fine job in this type of activity if given the opportunity.
Dean Sachs believes that faculty representation in attending these
educational conferences is crucial in determining their benefit to fac\llty, administration, and students as well. Students also should be
(Continued on Page 5)
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by Al Gagnon

Last night I had the television on and listened to the following statement: "I don't mind treating others as equals as long as they don't
treat me as their equal. .. This is one way of saying "I'll treat you as an
equal, but always be aware of your position in relation to me."
Of course this movie was made about the end of the World War II
when royalty was still in flower . Perhaps that was the feeling cf the
time: I wasn't old enough to know too much about the world around
me then.
In a play by Gilbert & Sullivan "H. M. S. Pinafore" was a song
( Continued on Page

6)
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in~~r:a:~oan~~ful and dangerous to
entrust complex problems to the
will of the uneducated. A college
newspaper should not adhere to
such dangerous and irresponsible
doctrines as " My Country Right Or
Wrong," "Consensus," "Follow the
Leader," a nd "Turn towa rd ignorance by turning towa rd Time Magazine." Recent hiS t ory in !'lazt Ger~
many proved the tragedy of these
doctrines.
If you would turn to the bookshelves you might fi nd a book
called, " It Can't Happen Here."
Perhaps it can make you a little
more th oughtful, where Time has
failed.
Bernice Becic

•

Ed. note:
It is because we fear "it is happening here," that we feel moved
to write this type of editorial in the
first place.

•

>B

MEMBER

The Interim Is Published bl-weekly at Illinois Teachers Col l ege - Chicago {North) 5500
N. S!. Louis Ave., Chicago 25, 111 . letters to the ed itor must be signed. We reserve
the right to condense letters w~en necessary_ All published opin ions are those of the Interim
editorial staff and do not necessarily reflect the offi:ial v iews of the college.
Co-editors
Columnists
Feature Writers
Reparters

Your November 3rd editorial,
" My Country Right Or Wrong?"
was extremely discouraging and irritating to me. I am a new student at Illinois Teachers College
and expected to see a more scholarly level of journalism and insight
into our nation's foreign policy.
Your editorial showed such a
lacking in inclination for scholarly
research and judgment that you
had to turn to that "easy answer"
publication, Time Magazine, for
knowledge about so complicated a
subject as foreign policy. Many people fancy themselves as foreign
policy experts after reading Time
or the Chicago newspapers, but I
didn't know they ever became college newspaper editors.
Take a look in our college library
to see if it contains anything on
foreign policy other than commercial weekly magazines. See if there
is anything by Hans Morgenthau,
one of the many authorities who
question our government's policies.
Until you have done research beyond Time Magazine you have ·no
right to say that the students who
spoke out against the Viet Nam war
have " altered the facts and twisted

• •

•

Frankly Speaking

Personal Concern
Needed at the
Individual Level

Dear Editors:

Martha Thoennes, Frank Smo
Al Gagnon, Barbara Lotvren
Cathy Hammock, Helen WlsllnSkl
Bob Delaney, Sandra Gordon, Linda Edelstein,
Mary Jean Del Ciello, Denise Kelley, Mary Ellen Kane, Charlotte Frost,
Coralyn C:>lsen, . Frank Collins, Pat Dempsey, Darlene Goldberg , Jona
Sko~ronsk, , Corinne Hansen, Kay Korzu~, Annette Pul izze, Thea CherkoskY,
Marie Mason, Andy Faltum, John Hansen, Kathryn Nepodahl, Norbert
Ru_zanski, , Denise Doyle, Pat Lupo, Iris Rosenblatt, Barbara Rosen, Pat
Brieschke, Linda Koser, Terri Mascolo, Vicki Logan, Judy Stridell, Mary
Ann Manganiello, John Hansen, Marie Mason, Donna Dunne
Office Manager
... .. .. .. .. .. ... . ...
. Vicki
Logan
Cartoonist
Ulrich Vodin
Photographer
Helen Wlslinskl
Spenser
s; M
LIIRho·.a,

Dear Sir:
Your editorial on "My Country
Right or Wrong?" wherein you in
effect ( though denying it) protest
the right of protestors to protest
must not go unchallenged. I found
your position puerile, illogical, and
insensitive-all combined with a
kind of insouciance which cannot
be accepted on such a critical matter as the war in Viet Nam. Your
concern for this particular manifestation of man's ultimate absurdity is admirable; your handling of
it is not.
May I say first that I have no
special sympathy for the SDS
which you singled out for castigation. For some of the members the
label of " Vietnik" that you borrowed from Time may be quite applicable. Over-categorizing all student protestors however ( with the
approbium of "beatnik" connotations) is of course contrary to the
facts. And for that -matter, you had
better substitute listening to what
they are saying for looking at their
beards! Incidentally, did you know
that Time is the magazine educated people read to know what they
are up against?
You accuse the SDS of having
'·altered the -facts, twisted information, and ignored several obvious
realities'." That is a rather large
claim. You then speak of this protesting trend in general as reflecting a "larger segment of thought
(Continued on Page 4)
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Field Experiences Rated Highly for Teacher Training-

<Continued from Page 3)
which has rejected nationalism as
an isolationistic and narrow political philosophy in favor of a broader acceptance of the international
community.,, This trend you judge
to be "utopian" (sic semper) and
lacking in "reality." You prefer
"respect and loyalty to the State.,,

INTERIM

<continued from Page 2)
ing tools of .this course. Instead of

To the editor:
The Evening Concert Series has
been launched successfully. I
should now like to publicly thank
the following people who sold the
tickets and helped to make it so:
Dean Sachs
Dean Goldberg
Mrs. Shires
Dr. Berlinger
Dr. Wenzlaff
Mr. Liebow
Mr. Norton
Cathy Bedtke
Cathy Louise
Joe Hertel
Jeff Provus
Paul Rechten
Marilyn Boncimino
Molly Brown
Susan Towles
Susan Pifke
Paul Guerino
Rick Vodin
.Tames Levell
Loraine Nash
Nora Bukowski
Janice Vojtech
Dan Determan
Lenice Gaethke
Pat Gilmore
Annette Pulizze
Sue Mccann
Carol Slugg
Cathy Loisi
Vivian Hopp
Susan Zangora
Lester Palmer
The Concert Committee members : Bonnie Tabin, Lois K!ewer,
Sandra Gordon, Jo Ann Loos, and
finally and especially, our business
manager, Al Gagnon.

spending three hours a week in a
lecture the student, spends onethree hour period a week at a social agency or school. While textbooks are used, the -course is not
bookbound. The instructors want
students to experience dq-ect learnIn the considered opinion of
ing. Three basic areas of learning
many an intelligent observer your
are stressed: (1) principles of learnchoice of reality can destroy all
ing, (2) developmental levels and
states. We play the "noble game"
tasks, and (3) the impact of the
of war (the phrase is Johan Huicommunity in which he lives on the
zinga's) about every twenty years,
growing child. It offers . a chance
and the next time we choose sides
for the future teacher to see and
it may indeed be for keeps. One of
learn the principles which explain
the relevant facts here is: the fire
the development of the child in the
power of the 1945 Hiroshima atomic
urban settings with focus on groups
bomb was the equivalent of 20,000
of typical children as they are
tons of T. N. T.; the equivalent of
shaped by the community. This
• a li"ttle
Le ah Hertz directs a phonks class at Wicker Park school.
the 1962 nuclear bomb lg
serves as a bridge to student teachgreater-52,000,000 tons. And there
ing. Through this cross-cultural ex- school. I insisted that I have the Havinghurst's Recommendations
has now been produced (instead of
posure the student obtains a better chance to be in a school because
Dr. Havighurst, in the Survey of
food or books or whatever) 28,000
understanding of the schools of the it was my only chance to have The Chicago Public Schools Report
pounds of explosive force for every
inner city.
some contact with schools before recommended that this course
huinan being now alive. That larStudent Reaction To Course
I student teach. " So far this se- should become a required course
ger segment of thought you refer
Student reaction to Field Exper- mester Dee has had a wide variety for all future teachers. In the reto is concerned about this piece of
iences is enthusiastic. Dee Tobler , of experiences at the Anderson _ por t he wrote: "The Field Experireality.
an 8th semester student , currently School. In just a few weeks she had ences course at North, offered as
You used a number of spacious
spending three hours a week at observed a 5th grade class having an elective and taken by about 80
arguments (and somewhat preAnderson School, spent the first a vocabulary lesson, and a 7th students a year, should be given
sumptuously). You begged the
half of the course at Jane Adams grade class learning math, helped consideration as a required course
whole question in stating that whoHull House. Here she helped child- with a first grade testing program, for all teachers. The inter-discipever protests must have "an eduren work with crafts, led groups of helped out in the library and linary approach seems strong, and
cation geared to promote loyalty,
children in games and spent sever- worked in the school office. She al- individual differences in college
respect, · a n d obedience to the
al weeks tutoring a young boy who so sat in on a meeting held with student readiness and characterisguidlines which we have estabneeded help. Over 50% of these the principal, kindergarten teach- tics could well be met by variations
lished if our society is to function. "
children spoke a foreign language. er , kindergarten children and their in the assignments."
Socrates, who geared his education
There were childt en from Lake parents. One thing she found very
Dean Sachs thinks the course
to the Good, suffering death for his
Shore Drive who attended private inter esting was the variation of provides a very excellent experiown "protesting,'' must have
or parochial schools and there teaching methods she has seen.
ence. "I think that experience in
cringed. Nor did Thoreau relinwere many boys and girls from
Leah Hertz spent the first half of schools before stud~nt teaching is
quish his right to " self-directed
Puerto Rico, Appalachia, and In- the course at Camp Reinberg out a way of strengthemng our student
values and goals" that you imply
dian Reservations. ;,! really en- of the citv For one and a' half teaching program." He hopes that
Sincerely,
· ed th e wor k ' but I am gIa d th at months she• . taught outdoor lessons th e college w1·11 ~rov1··de m_any
·
d"f
an American citizen should do-for
Joy
1the sake of the larger society!
Marilyn J. Ziffrin, Sponsor, I have this chance now to be in a in nature to suburban youngsters. fer~nt avenues llke the Field ExAE for your appeal to the neces-t-___s_tu_d_e_n_t_C
_o_n_c_e_rt_ C_o_m_m_1_·tt_ee
-1
The last half of summer she worked per1ence course for students some·ty f "
" ·
d th t
F ·d f
Sh • with city children sent to camp by daAn
y. th
s1 o a consensus m or er a
r1 ay rom 9 to 3:30 p. m.
e lS social agencies. She helped teach .
o er advantage to this course
our government can operate effiaCU
available not only to those on pro- them some of the basic wood craft is_ that stude~ts have the opportuciently, there is no consensus on
bation, but to anyune having diffi- t h ·
n1ty to see d,1fferen t aspec t s of th e
rk f
b ·1d·
N
the Viet Nam situation, nor does
culty in their school work. She s:: ~;q::~i~k:r 1~:r/~1:r!~nta:wy school that most tea~h~rs do not
our government (i. e., President
states that it -is apparent from the
know Student
d t
· th
School where she has assisted in
·
. s spen ime m e
Johnson) need one. There has been
Mrs. Donna Raymer is one of ACT tests, which are required for th
ff . h I d th
d. t
t schoo I office where th ey a Iways
no Gallup poll taken, no debate in the latest and most welcome ad- admission, that most students · are
e O ic~, e pe
e a JUS men find plenty of work to be done OfCongress, no vote by the American ditions to the faculty of ITC-CN. intellectually capable of doing col- teacher give te sts , and obs~rved a ten the student does his student
people. The kind of consensus your Mrs. Raymer obtained her bachel:! Iege level work. Often, she believes, school nurse at ~ork. Twhice be- teaching in the same school that
stand could imply is that kind read- or degree from the University of it is other pressure which cause cause of emergencies she ad been h h
k d t · F" Id E
·
in charge of a class room for a e asl wHor e aD m 1 le
xpTehr_iily obtainable in dictatorial reg- Illinois and her master's from poor grades.
while
ences n uman eve opment. is
imes. Indeed, as Harold Taylor, Northwestern University. At the
Mrs. Raymond hopes to be able
·
is excellent for both school and stuformer president of Sarah Lawr- moment she is planning on further to help students obtain a realistic
School As Social Agency
dent because he can adapt to the
ence, suggested the other night at graduate work at Northwestern.
picture of themselves through perMarcy Fortes, who has complet- school quickly. It also provides
a SANE dinner ( Chicago Commit- Her husband, Richard, is an op- sonnel counseling and testing.
ed her Field Experiences, was at students a chance to discover if
tee for a Sane Nuclear Policy), tometrist. They have a boy and a
Her interests outside of school Wicker Park School also. Besides they iike teaching before they reach
your consensus does seem to be girl, Joanne age 10, and Joel age 8. are many and varied. Among them gaining understanding of the stu- the last "do or die" semester when
somewhat in evidence of late-de- Because of the increased enroll- are reading, theatre, politics, and dents needs in an inner city school, they finally get to the classroom by
fining such as being loyal to our ment of the school, and in order to sports which she now participates she feels she has gained a new out- student teaching.
government and refusing to think! relieve some of the load of our in vicariously rather than actively. look toward schools and their relaField Experiences In Human DeThe time is late for you to begin senior counselor, Mrs. Mccreery, Her main interest is people, name- tionship to the community. She has velopment was developed through
thinking of that larger internation- Mrs. Raymer is available for coun- ly students, from whom she learns discovered that the inner city the cooperation and work of the
al community, Tennyson's "parlia- ►s_e_h_
. n..;;g_o_n_M_o_n_d_a.:..y:...'_W_e_d_n_es_d_a..c.y~,_an_d_a~
s_w_e_l_l _a.;:.s_c_o_u_n_se_l~s.;___ _ _ _--1 school must also be a social agency. Social Science, Human Personality
ment of man and federation of the D
At Wicker Park, which has an en- and Educational divisions. Dr. Ruth
world. " The protesters in general .I.'
rollment of 1,260, some children of- Ellis began the program basically
may or may not be so-minded; the
ten come to school in the winter with the work in the social agen- ,
SDS may or may not be "beatnik;"
As of Nov. 8, the Sandpipers are
Dr. Carl Hammond
without warm clothing. The teach- cies; Mrs. Marcella Krueger's efone need not favor any kind of leading the Faculty-Staff Bowling
Individual averages (w it hou t ers bring discarded clothing to forts provided the opportunity for
world federation. But some of this League. The Sandpipers are as fol- handicap) show Stuart Kaufman school to help these children out. the students to gain experience in
larger trend you disparage may, as lows:
(of the business office) leading the Occasionally food is sent to a pu- the public schools.
4 matter of ac\, be ml're "loyal"
Dean Robert Goldberg, Captain men and Margaret. Gallivan (of pils' house simply because the
At the present time students are
to America than you; for some of
Margaret Gallivan
data processing leading the worn- child had not eaten for 24 hours sent to 7 dilferent social agencies:
that thought wishes above all to
Eleanor Prueske
en bowlers.
and there is no food in the house. Chase House Nursery School, Berpreserve this country. The point is,
Medical problems may occur. Mrs. nard Horwich Center, the Wilson
finally, that no one knows all the
Gieger, the assistant principal, and the Jane Adams Center of Hull
facts, no one ·knows for sure what
stated "Really, I sometimes think House, McCormick Boys Club,
is best in this crisis. But we do
we do as much social work as we Camp Reinberg and Max Strauss
know that peace is the paramount
do teaching."
Center. The public schools that parproblem of today, and to that end
ticipate in the program are: the
• we need all the thinking we can
..._
Anderson School, the Anderson Upget. My country right or wrong?
Left to right: first row: Nettie per Grade Center, Lafayette
You put a loaded answer into the
A'strin, Myrtle Korenba um, School and Wicker Park-.
mouths of the protesters: "my
Edie Salzstein, William WheetThese agencies feel the programs
country-well probably wrong." If
ley, Paul Welty. Second row: are mutually advantageous. The
they did the same to you, the forAnn Lerner, Margaret Gallivan, social agencies have been well
mulation would be: "my countryNorm Mittman, Sharon Mor• pleased with the caliber of the stuno doubt right." May I encourage
row, Dorothy Holby, Robert dents and the schools feel this is a
you to think in terms of the comGoldberg, Carl Hammond, Or· good way to improve the quality of
promise (non-consensus): "my
ville Goke . Back row: John future teachers.
country-mayi:>e wrong."
Etten, June Podraza, Eleanor
The course can be taken ~y any
Prueske, Chuck Kane, Stuart student, graduate or undergraduate.
Sincerely yours,
Kaufman , Norm an Br1'tan I It can be used in many Ma]O·r
Hugh s. Moorhead
Vince Malek.
Areas of Concentration, (Check
Auiatant Professor
Photo by ,Bob Roberts
(Continued on Page 6)
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tire Chicagoland area. Many have
impressive dramatic backgrounds
in community or professional theater.
This is the second dramatic production by The Chicago City Palyers this season. Their first play of
the season was Max Frisch's satirical comedy, "The Firebugs,"
directed by B. W. Hildreth, "Firebugs" closed o nschedule Sunday,
Oct. 31.
Tickets to "Becket" may be obtained by calling 525-7273, or mailing a check or money order to The
Chicago City Players, 615 W. Wellington, Chicago 60657. General
ticket donations are $2 and Student
and Senior Citizen tickets are $1.50.
Curtain time Friday and Saturday
evenings is 8:30 p. m., and on Sunday at 7:30 p. m.
The Chicago City Players are
subsidized by the 80 year old Chi•
cago City Missionary Society. This
non-profit interdenominational agency, dedicated to the renewal of
the city, recognizes the vital role
of theater and its allied arts in the
urban community.

----------- --~
From the Dean's Office(Continued from Page 3)

aware of the purposes of and the opinions presented in these conferences. Perhaps presentation of viewpoints from the other side can add
to a broader interpretation of the very complex process of education.
Four of our students attended the Citizens School Committee on
November 16 which was held at the Sheraton Blackstone. Two were
representatives of our college, and two were invited as guests of Scott
Foresman Publishing Company. Panel discussions, speakers, and a
banquet were on the agenda.
In January of ·1966, the North Central Visitation Board w1·11 vlS· it
our campus. They regularly come and analyze reports made by our
administration and generally look over the whole situation. It has nothing to do with our accreditation but is more or less a progress report.
The National Committee for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE) will visit our campus for the first time in March of 1966. This
board is organized to observe the various colleges of the U.S. in the
hope of facilitating and promoting a national norm of teacher accreditation applicable in most of the states. This will aid our mobile population in obtaining teaching positions in other geographic areas. The
comparative technique will probably aid in adjusting and broadening
our program to fit the national scale.

Page Five

Asssociated Collegiate Press
Convention Held In
San Francisco

Chicago City Players
To Present -'Becket'
A new off-Broadway theater will
present Jean Anouilh's "Becket"
from November 19 through December 19. The play will be presented
by The Chicago City Players at
Baird Hall Theater, 615 W. Wellington.
·
"Becket" is a fascinating study
of the carousing young confidant of
King Henry II. Drawn from the
pages of history, "Becket" is the
incredible story of a carousing,
luxury-seeking youth who became
· the Archbishop of Canterbury, betrayed a royal friendship, and became a legendary martyr of his
church.
This production will be directed
by Paul Shedd, a guest director
with extensive professional experience in London, France, Germany
and New York.
The play wili run for five consecutive weekends in the new intimate
theater adjacent to the Wellington
Avenue Congregational Church, just
west of Broadway at 3000 North in
Chicago.
The cast of " Becket" includes
actors and actresses from the en-

INTERIM

Attended conventions, to paraphrase John Keats, are sweet;
those unattended are usually sweeter still. Such, we must admit, was
not the case of the recent joint-convention of the Associated Collegiate Press and the National Council of College Publications Advisers
held in San Francisco.
'
One of the most startling, refreshing aspects of the convention
-as opposed to the more scholarly
sounding get-togethers - was that
here was a large group of teachers, advisers, and students who
knew one another well ; who worked
together on campuses all over the
country every day of the week;
who respected each other's ability
and problems; and who made one
realize that a fine dialogue bettween faculty and students can
and does take place on our campuses. Certainly, such writers as
Paul Goodman and James Conant
are justified in being alarmed over
the impersonal deadness of the
multiversity, but these young student-editors, through their idealism, practical ability, and genuine
talent, say very loudly that they
have been well-trained and will
probably give a good account of
themselves in the future.
We have been asked if any of
these young editors were "free
speechers" (whatever that really
means ), or beats, or ere ps. While
most of the students seemed of a
liberal bent, moSt were wearing
shoes;
d ft had
d clean
d shaves and their
ra
car
s;
an
all signs
and placards athadh left
O m e. And

greatly taken with the freedom apparent on the Wisconsin, California,
and Michigan State papers.
Even a lecture on the off-set
printing process turned out to be a
gem. The talk was given by Mr.
Louis J. Berman, now full-time adviser to the staff of the Michigan
State News. Mr. Berman, who put
out a small-town daily newspaper
i.n Michigan for over thirty years,
was delightful. What he didn't know
about the printing game, . as they
say, wasn't worth knowing. It's
hard to be informative, witty, and
urbane about almost any subject,
but Mr. Berman, winner of an
NCCPA-advisers award this year,
managed to be all of these.
At the big Friday luncheon, we
were fortunate enough to be sitting
with Tom McGinley, editor of the
Dr exel 'friangle, and part of his
staff from Drexel. These young
men and women were thoroughly
immersed in local college government, their newspaper,, and the life
of the big city, Philadelphia,
around them. Seeing and hearing
these serious, intelligent young
people made us once again realize
the great role that college students
could and-perhaps-should play on
campu
s.
A few hours before the big Friday luncheo11 , th e headl'mes of th e
San Francisco newspapers (all now
under single ownership, we were informed) • announ
· ced th e news th a t
th e Pope may do away with meatless Fridays. At the luncheon everyoneh was informed that the Archb.
IS op had given all Ca th0lics at
st range it was, at leaS t to us, to see th e luncheon special dispe sation
some few young college editors fur- to eat meat. At th at exact moment
ther to the right than Lou Boud- three waiters lost their balance;
reau's firSt baseman playing Ted trays flew all over th e dining room;
Williams <th0 se were the days !)
glasses and silverware crashed to
The sessions on freedom a nd re- th e floor . .It is rumored th at fortysponsibility of th e press were live- three doubting journalists swore to
ly, serious, and most revealing. We convert on the ensuing Sunday.
were impressed by some of th e
-E. M. Liebow
conditions under which Kaye North-t-R--d--C------.--...;..--1
cott, editor of the Daily Texan, and
e
rOSSher staff must labor·, we heard a
(Continued _rom Page 2)
fascinating tale of censorship from
Elizabeth Barnes, adviser to the Friday the fifth. All the books
Stephens College newspaper. Miss which have been donated by the
Barnes, a most warm and witty students will be sent to Viet Nam
young lady, also seems to conduct through the United Service Organ-what seems to us--0ne of the ization. By sending the books
country's most efficient, valuable, through the U. S. 0. to Viet Nam
and significant courses in journal- there will be no charge to the orism. Charles Wells, editor of the ganization and also the soldiers will
Michigan State News, recounted his get the boo s without having to pay
troubles after he had printed a anything as they sometimes do
front-page story of one of the major with donated cigareftes. Also, the
political parties wanting to take books will be labeied as to where
over Michigan State. We were they came from.

_M
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Football Team
by Kevin McHugh and Jim Findley · ers of our city. It is evident to all

This year the hall& of ITC-CN
have a new feeling of spirit, caused
mainly by the formation of new activities. Varsity basketball is one
of the major steps forward. The
Pep club and the cheerleading
squad has been established to further student participation. A demand has arisen for an even greater step toward an activity for men.
Over seventy men have signed a
form stating their interest in a
varsity football team.
A team of this sort would bring
forth a school spirit which ITC-CN
should have. Every semester more
and more men attend our college.
Yet they find that they are limited
in extra-curricular activities. It is
a necessity that this college be- ·
come more than just classrooms
for these men.
This fall semester a group of
men students met together in an
effort to promote the possibility of
a football team. This small group
has now grown to over seventy
members. It has also gained the
support of muy faculty members,
and also it is being supported by a
large number of student senators.
In a poll of the students, it has been
found that the majority is in favor
of such a team.
We believe that a football team
at ITC-CN can bring much good to
the school and to the future teach-

that men teachers are needed. In
view of this fact , every possible
inducement to our college and the
teaching profession should be utilized. We believe that a · football
team would be such an inducement.

Movie Review

'China'
by Charlotte Frost

"China" is right out of the
dragon's mouth!
This documentary film is a dayto-day report of Communist China
and her people, filmed by Felix
Greene. Mr. Greene spent four
months wandering around China
filming and recording this work.
You may wonder whether parts
were staged or omitted; you may
be skeptical of underlying propaganda; nevertheless, you will find
"China" informative and entertaining.
The photography is excellent.
Colorful pageantry, scenery and
quiet charm combine in artistic
format. But, beneath the surface
lies the impact of potentiality, We
glimpse a society unified and reinforced by a long, continuous culture. We see latent forces channeled
into action. We sense a change in
philosophy and a new source of
strength.
"China' ' is a rare opportunity to
look in on these people apart from
their political setting. "China" conveys her awakening; it prompts
our awareness. You may view it
with skepticism-you may view it
with mixed emotions-but you cannot view it without feeling the dynamics of a new China in the making!

2nd City
Review Opens
"New Wine, Old Bottles," Second
.
.
.
City's
sixth
anmversary
revue, will
th
Old
Town cab aret theaopen at e
tre on Tuesday, November 23.
"This and That, " the current revue will conclude its engagement
on Sunday, November 21,
Among the best scenes, songs
and blackouts presented by Second
City over the past six years will be
included .in "New Wine, Old Bottles."
The cast includes Sandra Caron,
d
Ju Y Graubart, Bob Klein, David
Steinberg and Fred Willard. Direc•
t·
· b Sh Id
p tink'
'th
ion Is Y •.e on a
m WI
music by composer-pianist Bill
Ma thieu.
Secontl City will celebrate its
sixth anniversary on December 16.
The new revue is the 2oth staged
th ere since its inception.
Performances are at 9:00 p. m.
nightly except Mondays; also -11:00
p. m. on Friday and Saturday with
an extra l:OO a. m. show on Saturdays. Phone reservations may be
made by calling DE 7-3992.

Communist Plot A
Reality in Viet Nam
(Continued from Page 1)

VOLKSWAGEN - GLENLAKE
Two great names for a never-failing course in economics
VWs WITH EXPEiUENCE
1

54's to '651 s

Perts end lebor Guaranteed 100%
for 30 Deys

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS
Special Consideration To Students
Bring Your ID Cerd

contrast to the military and defense policies of the other major
nations.
Military Deterrents Necessary
"All the wars of the past," he began, "have been due to miscalculation. Hitler entered into a state
of war -because he miscalculated
American strength and unity. He
thought we coul<ln't beat him." He
stated that the U. S. is presently
taking great pains to insure that
there shall never be a war simply
because another power has miscalculated our strength. Our armaments, he stated, stand as the most
powerful deterrent against war ·because they are a constant reminder
of the effects which will be felt.

Deadline Next
Issue:

Nov. 24-Noon

Wednesday, November 17, 1915
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'Thurber's Carnival'' Presented by Stage Players

Decathalon
Slated for
December
The Man's Decathalon will be
held on Tuesday, Nov. 23, Tuesday,
Nov. 30, and Thursday, Dec. 2. The
Women's Decathalon will be held
on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Nov. 22, 23 and 24. Students
may sign up at the gymnasium
bulletin board.

Work Study Groups
(Continued from Page 2)

-

Dallas Brow ne,. J uris Graudins,
Ralph Campag na and Lawry
Gold recreate • scene from

Students Lawry Gold, Ralph
Campagna, Sandra Driedlander
and Juris Graudins reinact
Thurber characters from "The

Th urbers' play "If Grant Had
Been Drinking at Appomato>t."

."Unicorn in the Garden." The
play was presented November
11, 12, and 13 under the dir·
ection of the Stage Players.

taken their tutees are: Lincoln and
Brookfield Zoos, the Art Institute,
and some of the many museums in
the city. They have also gone for
walks, through the Loop, and in

,.....,=----=-"'"""'--=----=-------------------1 some

of the city parks. All of the
expenses are paid by the tutors
(Continued from Page 3)
themselves, but they have found
that by asking, there are many
"You Gotta Be Taught." This was probably produced long before tele- places in which they may take the .
vision had been heard of.
children without paying the usual
From the time the play was written and that movie was made. to
~he present was a long time. Long enough for at least three generations entrance fees, etc.
to be "taught.". And we l:ll'e one. I'm sure most of you know what we
One of the highlights of the Airwere taught.
port trip, was a tour through one
But that time is over. There is so much to do and not only are we of United Airlines DC-8 jets, where
now in a position to do this work, but we have an obligation to do it. the children were able to view
I don't believe that doing less than all we can in this direction will help many of the prEKleparture activianyone. For like a popular song of today: "The times are a changin'." ties; from the pilot's flight plans,
There is another parallel to be drawn from the words of the song to the Stewardess' helping to stow
and those of the movie. This has to do with the newly installed ma- the dinners for the flight. Each
~hines.
youngster, and tutor was presented
These machines were installed recently as a convenience to the with a pair of wings stating that
students so that they could grab a snack or a pack of cigarettes without they were either junior stewardessgoing ten miles to do so. Large waste recepticles were placed in obvious es, or junior pilots.
positions for obvious reasons. Unfortunately there are groups of people who need glasses. For since those machines went into operation,
Mrs. Brandzel feels that these
more paper and waste material has made its way to the floors and_ trips help the yyoungsters to see
study areas while the trash cans stand significantly empty.
that the city is not just the few
Once the excuse was: "There aren't any waste cans to put trash blocks around their homes, and
in. " Now I guess the excuse is: "I'm blind and I figure that the whole that there are many places in the
world is a trash can anyway."
city where they can see how other
Use your heads people. At least fill the available trash cans before people live, and also see many of
you try to break a person's neck with garbage on the floor. That way the things about which they have
you can use that old excuse-or are times really changing?-Or is the read. These new experiences help
real reason laziness is on the part of a few? No one gets hurt by this them to gain the knowledge needed
action except the school-but then do they care? I hope some of you for a more successful existance
remember about those waste cans the next time you want to throw both in school and in our society.
something away. That could be one way of contributing to the support
The children, and the tutors, beA bit of light refreshment and
Keys. Pictured above are Law- i,.:,.:"f:..t::;h;;:;is:..s::.;c::;h:.::.o.:.:ol:.:...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - -- --; sides gaining learning experiences,
the scene is set for James
ry Gold and Ralph Campagna.
·Please make an appointment with enjoy themselves immensely.
_T_hu_rb_e_r'_
s ..;..p_la_y_'_'C_a_s_ua_l_s_o_f_th_e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
her between now and registration
By the way, there are no para(Continued from Page 4) - time.
chutes on commercial planes.
-Field Experiences In Human Dewith your advisor on this). If you velopment can best be described as
are interested in taking Field Ex- an excellent opportunity for future like this : Field Experiences can be
periences In Human Development teachers to .gain experience work- conceived as a slope which a stuThe . Oak Park YMCA played final round game. Larry's com- you must get_ written permiss;.on ing with children. Dr. Ruth Ellis dent travels along. He starts off
host to the Chicago Area High · ments on his performance were, from Dr. Ruth Ellis, Room C318. describes the work in the schools with several experiences which

Frankly Speaking-

Field Experiences-

ITCC-N Represented in

Chicago Chess Tourney

School and College Chess Championship Tournament, which was
sponsored by 'Chess Classics,' on
the weekends of Oct. 30-31, and
Nov. 6-7. The newly rated chess
Master, Ralph Tobler Jr. of I. I. T.,
and veteran Expert, James DeBlois, tied for first and second
place in the college section with
scores of 6-1. Keeping up with the
leaders throughout the whole tournament was ITC-CN's own Lawrence Goch, who missed the tie for
first place because of a draw in the
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FROM THF

"Throughout the whole tourney my
play was very strong. I 9nly regret my single defeat, in round
three, to Ralph Tobler. Post mortemes showed that I had a won
game, and it was only the psychological block that 'Masters don't
get into lost positions' which prevented me from playing 'the winning mov.e.' " Larry will give a
lecture on a game from this tournament, and a free simultaneous
exhibition, on Thursday, November
18, at 1:00, in room A-123.
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Fifty miles from Madison, Wisc. Director of social
work oriented summer camp on 500 w ooded acres
wants counselors for challenging jobs. Inte rviews
Dec. 28, 29, 30. Camp Chi, 32 W. Randolph, Chicago. ST 2-308.5.

ROBBERY AT
E 1-a.• NATIO

give an all over view of all different phases that go into· making a
good school. Then the experiences
widen out, closer to the children,
and the student gets a series of ex•
periences in a variety of classroom
experiences. Finally in the latter
part of the course, the student
works directly with children under
the guidance of a teacher. He may
work individually or in small
groups." All in all everyone stands
to gain from this course. The student, the school and the pupil.
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